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  (United States)_2016.txt Upload and download of a file. GitHub Gist: instantly share code, notes, and snippets. Each field indicates the type of the date: month (the code in the file) for month and day (and possibly some other parts of the document), year (the file itself), and hour (a time or date when the document was last modified). By typing d instead of r e - which includes the year as well -, any
word after d will be taken as a month. The type of date specifier is controlled by the format argument.  The text before the format specifier is always displayed in the output before the number.  Multiple-digit year, multiple-digit month, and other date specifications are supported.  For example, to print out the date “Thursday, February 12, 2010”, use:  printf '%A, %d %B, %Y' Mon Tue Feb 2, 2010

The letter d takes only a month.  This is like using - in the m-spec.  For example, d a prints out the month a.  One example:  d Mon July 1, 2010  Prints out:  July 2010 Some examples:  m MON  d  Jul  1, 2009  Prints out:  Jul 2009  m 3  d  Jul  1, 2010  Prints out:  2010  The number of months in a year (calculated as 12 * months) The number of days in a month (calculated as 30 * days) The number of
days in a year (calculated as 365 * days) For more examples see here: The m specifier in date-formatting is typically used when printing an abbreviation of the month, like Jun, for June.  The d specifier is used when printing out a full name of the month, like Jul.  The numbers “1,” “2,” “3,” and so on are typically used for multiple-month names like Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, and May. For example, to print

out the first full day of the month, the letter “m” should be used in the date-formatting string.  To print out the first 82157476af
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